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Bioworkerz is a Play to Earn game designed to be played on mobile
platforms for now, with cross-platform ports planned for the future.
The game is inspired by two of the most popular mobile games of all
time: Temple Run and Hill Climb Racing. In the world of Bioworkerz you
play as a Bioworker who navigates a 3D world optimized for “collect
and run” gameplay. He is constantly being attacked by enemies and
needs to collect the BIOZ tokens, a crypto currency which is used for
many different transactions. Collecting these tokens will allow him to
continue his run through the world.
The player can use his earned or bought BIOZ tokens to upgrade his
character and customize him with a new look.
Every time the player finished a round, they will have
either earned or lost some tokens depending on their
performance in the game. If the player loses all of
their BIOZ tokens, they cannot continue playing until
they acquired more tokens. This dynamic creates a
progression system similar to Candy Crush.
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Bioworkerz will be a 3D Jump and Run game where the player navigates
through a contaminated world with one mission: Safely return with as
many BIOZ tokens as possible. On their journey the player encounters a
variety of enemies which try to take them down and prevent the player
from getting their coveted BIOZ tokens.
On the journey the player will not only find BIOZ tokens but also other
items (NFTs) and epic item shards which can be used to modify and
craft individual and epic items.
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Every player needs to own a Bioworker NFT to be able to play the
game. The Bioworker base NFT can be upgraded with item NFTs
just like in Mutant Bored Apes.

NFT Bioworker 1

NFT Bioworker 2

NFT Bioworker 3

NFT Bioworker 4

NFT Bioworker 5

NFT Bioworker 6
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The BIOZ Token is by definition the fuel of the Bioworkerz. Every
player needs to hold BIOZ tokens to be able to play because the BIOZ
Tokens get consumed whilst playing. If the player is not successful with
collecting BIOZ Tokens, they lose coins. If they lose all of them, they
are unable to continue playing. Other than from playing the game, the
BIOZ tokens can be regained through BIOZ token staking, selling items,
Airdrops or through purchasing them on a cryptocurrency exchange.
To maximize playtime the user needs to develop economical thinking
skills. They shouldn’t use all their tokens on items or on playing. It’s
smart to stake some tokens to build a passive stream of tokens which
can then be used to purchase even stronger Items or get more playtime.

USE CASES SUMMARIZED
Credits to play
the game

Purchasing Items and
Upgrading them

Staking Rewards
29.00%

Seed
7.00%

Staking for
steady return

Private Sale
5.00%
Strategic
4.00%
Public
1.00%
Team
8.00%
Advisors
5.00%

Play to Earn
25.00%

Marketing
6.00%

Treasury
10.00%
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NFT Drop
The journey starts with a limited
NFT Drop of 8888 BioworkerZ.
To participate in the play-to-earn
opportunity later on, everyone needs
a Bioworker, which makes them
highly collectible for early investors.

Token Release
Shortly after the first NFT Drop, the
token gets released to create an
early opportunity for investing in the
future of meta-gaming. Advanced
tokenomics and multiple use cases
along the way, make the token
increase in value.

Play-to-earn game launch
The moment everyone was waiting
for! One of the first high-quality 3D
play-to-earn games gets released and
gives everyone in the meta-gaming
community the opportunity to farm
tokens by using their Bioworker.

Superpowers Revealed
Don’t forget that some special
BioworkerZ possess special powers!
Shortly after the game‘s launch, the
superpowers get revealed and give
huge advantages to the owners of
the rare “Super- BioworkerZ”.

Token Staking
The best way to earn compoundinterest on your ingame rewards, is
by staking the tokens you got as a
reward. That’s why we are developing
staking possibilities to make the
game even more profitable!

Meta-Bunker
What’s crucial for surviving the
meta-apocalypse? That’s right, a
meta-bunker! That’s why we will
build it and grant every owner of
a Bioworker access to this unique
survival & networking opportunity!
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The Bioworker navigates through a post-apocalyptic world on a
mission to collect BIOZ tokens. He needs to dodge obstacles and
shots of enemies. Each player can play a certain number of rounds
and earn BIOZ tokens.
To play the game an NFT is needed. There are three forms of NFTs:
• Base Airdrop Bioworker (can be obtained from completing
challenges in pre-launch)
• Reward Regular Bioworker (can be obtained through Lootboxes)
• Legendary Premium Bioworker (can be minted when having a
whitelist spot)
Each comes with a different Energy Level which determines how
many games can be played before the Energy needs to be restored.
One Energy needs 30 mins to be restored. To give players an incentive:
Base Airdrop Bioworker
Come with five max. Energy and one artwork.
Reward Regular Bioworker
Come with 5-48 max. Energy, different rarities and different float
numbers which make some more valuable than others.
Legendary Premium Bioworker
Each has 48 max Energy and only 8888 exist. They have boosted ingame stats and are the ultimate way to earn BIOZ tokens.
BIOZ Token
Inside the game, the player needs to catch as many BIOZ tokens as
possible. After a round ends, the collected BIOZ tokens get multiplied
with a universal number determined by the number of staked coins and
balancing in general. This number determines how many BIOZ tokens
you receive after playing a round.

After each round
After finishing a round you can choose to spin a wheel for some BIOZ
tokens. Here you can get a chance to double your token, lose some token,
get a Key Fragment, Lootbox, get revived or receive a free Power-Up.
Staking
Players can stake their BIOZ tokens and reduce their Energy
Regeneration time. This way players are incentivized to hold their BIOZ
tokens by not only receiving APY but mostly through being able to play
the game more.
Nft Marketplace
This is the place where Bioworkerz can get upgrades through items or
where the popular Bioworkerz NFTs can be bought. The user can buy
new Characters (Skins), Items and Power Ups, which all come in the
form of NFTs.
NFT Items
A Bioworker can be equipped with three items each game. The items
can be farmed through Lootboxes or bought in the marketplace using
the blockchain token.
NFT Power-Ups
NFT Power Ups are items which you can only use once. They also come
in the form of NFTs and are burnt as soon as they are used. Some Power
Ups include God Mode or Coin Magnet.
Lootboxes
In the Bioworkerz Ecosystem you can find two types of Lootboxes. The
first one appears about 50% of the time when spinning the wheel after
the game. The other type of Lootbox, called the “Epic Lootbox” can only
be opened when having enough Key Fragments. Key Fragments can
appear in ordinary Lootboxes or after spinning the wheel. You need
three Key Fragments to unlock an Epic Lootbox and the Lootbox itself
needs to be bought in the shop for FTM. In the Epic Lootbox you have
a higher chance of receiving Epic or Legendary Items / Character NFTs
which can help you play more and earn more.
Buy-back Taxes
A big part of the revenue of what will be paid in a currency outside of
BIOZ will be used to buy back the BIOZ token. Since a lot of focus has

gone into the NFTs and the items, which help players become even
more profitable, these NFTs will increase in value over time and get
traded back and forth. There’s a 15% tax on all transactions of which
a big part is used to buy-back the BIOZ token on the open market to
ensure a stable price discovery to the upside.
The Grinder
To make sure the BioworkerZ game never has to stop paying out
rewards to its players, the team introduced “the Grinder”. All BIOZ
tokens which were used to pay for Epic Lootboxes, Spinning the wheel
etc. will all flow into the Grinder. There they get redistributed to the
staking rewards or play to earn rewards.
Bioworkerz Advertising System
Crypto Companies will have the opportunity to advertise their product
and services on the BioWorkerZ game. The Advertising will be paid in
BIOZ tokens this means the advertiser needs to purchase BIOZ tokens
on the open market and use them as payments. These tokens then
flow back to the Grinder and back to the community. This way we can
build even more buy-side pressure from external sources.
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AND MANY MORE
Swiss Gaming Developers Association (SGDA)
Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance
Association Schweizerische Vereinigung für
Unternehmensfinanzierung Association Suisse
des Investisseurs en Capital et de Financement

SECA (Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance Association)

SVC (Swiss Venture Club)
SWISS VENTURE CLUB

OUR LEI NUMBER
(Legal Entity Identifier)

894500IPBKKIMVJ7UA59
The Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) is a 20-character, alpha-numeric code based on the ISO
17442 standard developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). It
connects to key reference information that enables clear and unique identification of legal
entities participating in financial transactions.
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over

400,000k

downloads in
App Store/Google Play
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3D-Dynamic Data Development AG was founded in 2000. The
company’s main headquarters is located in Winterthur, Switzerland.
The international programmer network with offices in Germany,
the USA, China and India is managed from there. The offices also
support each other: know-how from various continents is bundled
to develop highly precise and intelligent software with typical Swiss
precision quality. Thanks to a constant cultural and intellectual
exchange between employees and a variety of coaching sessions,
the entire team’s quality level increases.
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The information contained in this White Paper is subject to change or update at any time without
notice and should not be construed as a commitment, promise, or guarantee by The Bioworkerz
Team or any other individual or organization mentioned in this white paper. This applies to the future
availability of services and the use of tokens or speculation of future performance or value.
This document is not making an offer nor a solicitation to buy or sell any shares or securities. It does
not represent or form part of an offer and should not be interpreted as an offer to sell or subscribe.
The information contained within this document does not construe an invitation to purchase or
subscribe for any securities, nor should it or any part of it serve as the basis for, or be relied on in
connection with, any contract or commitment of any kind.
In particular, the Bioworkerz team expressly disclaims all liability for any direct or consequential loss
or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information
contained in the white paper, any error, omission, or inaccuracy in any such information, or any action
taken as a result of the information contained in the white paper.
This is not a solicitation to purchase; neither is it a financial suggestion nor advice; it is only for
informational purposes. Do not trade or invest in any tokens, businesses, or organizations based on
the information provided here. Any investment entails significant risks, including, but not limited to,
price volatility, insufficient liquidity, and the possibility of a full loss of one’s initial investment capital.
Before making any investment decision, investors should conduct independent due diligence on the
topics discussed in this document with the assistance of professional financial, legal, and tax experts.
They should also develop a stand-alone judgment of the relevant markets before making any
investment decision. We have compiled all the information contained in this document from sources
that we believe to be authentic and reputable. As a result, such information is provided “as is,” with
no representation or warranty of any kind, either stated or implied. We make no representations as
to the completeness or accuracy of any market prices, data, or other information, which is based on
selected public market data, reflects prevailing conditions, and represents our opinion as of this date,
all of which is therefore susceptible of modification at any time without notice.
The graphs, charts, and other visual aids are given only to provide information. There is no way that
any of these graphs, charts, or visual aids can be utilized to make investment choices on their own.
These are provided for informational purposes only and are not intended to assist anybody in making
financial decisions. Furthermore, no graph, chart, or other visual aid can capture all aspects and
circumstances that must be considered when making such judgments.
The information included in this document may contain or may be incorporated by reference into
forward-looking statements, which are statements that are not statements of historical fact
and include any statements other than statements of historical fact. With such forward-looking
statements, no representations or guarantees are given as to their correctness. Projections,
predictions, and estimations contained in this paper are inevitably speculative and based on several
assumptions detailed below. These forward-looking statements may prove to be incorrect. They may
be influenced by faulty premises, known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, most of
which are outside the control of the parties making them. It is reasonable to assume that any or all of
these forward-looking assumptions may prove incorrect, or that actual results would differ materially
from those projected.

